Adoptive immunotherapy of microscopic and advanced visceral metastases with in vitro sensitized lymphoid cells from mice bearing progressive tumors.
Lymphocytes from mice bearing the weakly immunogenic MCA 105 sarcoma contained pre-effector cells that could be sensitized and expanded in vitro to acquire anti-tumor reactivity. The in vitro sensitization (IVS) required antigenic stimulation by tumor cells and the presence of IL-2 for cellular proliferation. Recent work has also demonstrated that IVS cells could be generated in an IL-2 concentration as low as 2 U/ml. In the present study, we have evaluated therapeutic efficacy of IVS cells generated in different concentrations of IL-2 against advanced metastases established in the lung as well as in the liver. Treatment of microscopic or grossly visible pulmonary metastases established for 3 or 10 days by systemic transfer of IVS cells resulted in significant reductions of the numbers of metastases. On a per cell basis, IVS cells generated in 2 U/ml of IL-2 exhibited at least twofold greater reactivity than cells generated in 1000 U/ml of IL-2. In survival experiments, treatment of established microscopic (day 3) and visible (day 10) pulmonary metastases with 1.5 x 10(7) and 3 x 10(7) IVS cells generated in 2 U/ml of IL-2 resulted in prolongation of survival and cure of the disease in 60 and 30% of animals, respectively. The systemic anti-tumor effect of IVS cells was further investigated in mice with hepatic metastases. Treatment of day 3 microscopic hepatic metastases revealed that as little as 1.2 X 10(7) IVS cells generated in 2 U/ml of IL-2 reduced the mean number of metastases from more than 250 in various control groups to 32. Evaluation by survival demonstrated that transfer of 1.7 x 10(7) and 3.8 x 10(7) IVS cells was capable of prolonging the survival and curing 40 and 30% of mice bearing day 3 and day 9 hepatic metastases, respectively. Again, IVS cells generated in 2 U/ml of IL-2 were more effective therapeutically than cells generated in 1000 U/ml of IL-2. In all experiments, mice were also given IL-2 to enhance the in vivo reactivity of IVS cells. However, the doses of IL-2 alone had no therapeutic benefit. Taken together, our results show that adoptive immunotherapy with IVS cells generated from tumor-bearing mice was an effective means of eliminating advanced metastases in various visceral organs.